The load of transformers shows higher volatility and uncertainty than do the system-level and substation-level loads. This paper proposes a two-stage short-term load forecasting (STLF) model for power transformers. 1) Three state-of-the-art technologies are applied to predict the aggregated substation-level load by taking the historical load, weather, and calendar data as inputs. In this stage, no specific STLF model needs to be developed, which allows the forecasters to select the most accurate prediction results for transformerlevel load forecasting. 2) The load distribution factor (LDF) is defined as the ratio of the transformer load to the substation load. The relationship between LDF and substation load is captured by nonlinear regression functions under different substation operating conditions, and the load of each parallel transformer is predicted using these nonlinear regression functions. Each nonlinear function can be accurately established even if the historical load data are scarce under some irregular operating conditions. Three application examples show the effectiveness and rationality of the proposed method. The third example demonstrates that STLF of transformers is necessary because it provides important information for optimizing substation operating schemes and equipment maintenance plans.
I. INTRODUCTION
Short-term load forecasting (STLF) commonly consists of hourly prediction of the load from one day to one week ahead. It is a recognized fact that the load of transformers is a key factor in the aging of an insulation system. When a transformer is overloaded beyond its nameplate ratings, there are high risks that can originate failures and reduce the remaining useful life of the transformer [1] , [2] . Any failure or unplanned outage may reduce the reliability of the power system and cause considerable economic loss due to the importance and cost of power transformers. Therefore, high-quality load forecasting is of great significance for optimization of substation operating schemes and equipment maintenance plans.
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During the last few decades, dozens of techniques have been developed for STLF at the system level. The conventional models include autoregressive integrated moving average [3] - [5] and regression analysis [6] - [8] . With the development of big data technologies and artificial intelligence, artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been widely applied because of their strong ability to approximate nonlinear functions by learning historical data. ANN-based models learn the relationship between the current load and the previous load, weather, and calendar variables. According to the prediction process, these STLF models can be roughly grouped into two categories: (1) stepwise extrapolation forecasting models and (2) aggregation of the similar historical daily load segments.
Typically, a stepwise extrapolation forecasting model takes multiple previous daily load segments and weather and calendar variables as inputs. The output is the daily load segment of the current day. To predict the load segment of the next day, the predicted load segment of the current day should be considered as the input data. The stepwise extrapolation is implemented iteratively until all of the daily load segments in the next few days are predicted. In practical applications, the stepwise extrapolation forecasting model can be established using different ANNs. For instance, the extreme learning machine (ELM) is applied to realize STLF by inputting previous daily load segments, temperature, and day type [9] . A wavelet neural network is employed to predict the load by inputting similar historical daily load segments, forecast weather indices, and week indices [10] . Recently, deep learning technologies have become popular in load forecasting, such as long short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural networks (RNNs), which take multiple previous daily load segments, day indices, and week indices as inputs [11] , [12] . Other deep learning models used for STLF include gated recurrent neural networks [13] and deep belief networks [14] . When implementing load forecasting, the ANN-based models only need to be trained once, and then multiple future daily load segments can be sequentially predicted. However, two shortcomings should be mentioned. (1) The prediction error may accumulate with the increase of extrapolation times.
(2) When training the ANN-based models, the historical data used for model training should be sufficient and consecutive. This requirement is difficult to meet because missing values inevitably exist in original datasets due to various factors during the data acquisition process [15] . Insufficient data or incomplete data will greatly reduce the performance of ANN-based models.
Aggregation of similar historical daily load segments consists of two steps. The similar historical daily load segments are first selected, and then the selected segments are aggregated. For instance, distance metrics are widely applied for similarity calculation, and the load is commonly predicted using a weighted average or an arithmetic average of the selected segments [16] - [19] . For other technologies, an STLF framework based on big data technologies is presented in [20] . The classification rules between daily load patterns and critical influential factors are established by a decision tree. These rules are applied to select the similar load segments, which are aggregated using support vector machine. In [21] , an artificial immune system is employed for STLF. K -means clustering and least squares support vector machine are applied for similar load segment selection and aggregation in [22] . In contrast to the stepwise extrapolation forecasting model, the aggregation of similar load segments has no training process in many cases, which can be utilized when historical load data are insufficient or nonconsecutive. However, this method becomes complicated and time-consuming in large datasets because load selection and aggregation should be implemented for each segment to be predicted. In summary, it is recommended to apply the stepwise extrapolation forecasting model in large datasets with high data quality. When the historical data are insufficient or nonconsecutive, the aggregation of similar historical load segments should be considered preferentially.
In practice, the transformer-level load shows higher volatility and uncertainty than the substation-level load. STLF for transformers is much more difficult due to the influence of substation operating conditions. For example, single-component failure events hardly cause the load curtailment of the substation because a single-contingency criterion (the N-1 principle) is satisfied [23] . However, the load between different parallel transformers will be reconfigured, and the unexpected increase in the load of the transformers may cause overloading and accelerated aging [1] , [2] . Unfortunately, most system-level STLF models are unsuitable for load forecasting of transformers because they fail to consider the influence of substation operating conditions. The household load forecasting models in [11] , [12] , [19] are also not practical because the irregular load data are too scarce to establish an ANN-based model under various irregular conditions.
To solve these difficulties, a hierarchical load forecasting structure is proposed. The aggregated load at the substation level is first forecast and selected using existing state-ofthe-art technologies. Then, the relationship between the load distribution factor (LDF) and substation load is captured by different nonlinear regression functions under different substation operating conditions. Finally, the load of parallel transformers is predicted using these functions. In summary, our contributions are as follows:
(1) The load of each parallel transformer in a substation is predicted by a two-stage procedure, which is more efficient and rational in practical applications than designing a special STLF model for each transformer.
(2) The nonlinear regression functions can be established based on scarce irregular load data. The load can be predicted instantly without any time delay or transition process once the substation operating condition changes.
(3) Three application examples demonstrate that STLF of transformers can provide important information for optimizing substation operating schemes and equipment maintenance plans.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces three state-of-the-art STLF technologies and presents the detail prediction process for substation load. Based on different nonlinear regression functions, the transformer load forecasting method is proposed in Section III.
Three application examples are presented in Section IV, and conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. LOAD FORECASTING AT THE SUBSTATION LEVEL
The load data are measured every half hour by smart meters and stored in the energy management system (EMS). To predict the daily load, one must predict the load at 48 time points. It is necessary to think of the daily load recorded at these time points as a segment. Prediction is performed for the entire segment rather than for each one of these time points separately [18] , [19] . 
A. BASIC INFORMATION AND DATA PREPROCESSING
Load is a typical time series X = (X (t); t ∈ R), which is observed over an interval [0, T ]. One would like to predict the load of the entire interval [T + 1, T + d × P], where d is the number of load segments to be predicted. P, which is equal to 48, is the number of time points in each load segment. The load over the interval [0, T ] can be divided into different daily load segments, as shown in (1):
where L (L = T /P) is the number of load segments of the interval [0, T ]. The nth segment S n is denoted by (2):
where n =1, 2, . . . , L. and i = 1, . . . , P.
The daily load of the substation is mainly affected by weather and calendar variables. Four types of weather variables, provided by the local meteorology department, and two types of calendar variables are shown in Table 1 . These external variables are collected at a certain time frequency of one day, which is more limited than the load frequency. According to Table 1 , the variable vector of the nth day is V n = [V n (1), . . . , V n (j), . . . , V n (6)], where j = 1, 2, . . . , 6.
It is necessary to standardize each type of variable because ANN-based models are sensitive to data scale. For discrete calendar variables, one hot encoder is implemented. For numerical weather variables and historical load data, the z-score method is applied. The normalization of the jth numerical variable is shown in (3):
where V Fig. 1(a) . Each layer is introduced as follows. (1) The input layer is used to accept the input data, and the number of neurons corresponds to the dimensions of the input data.
(2) An LSTM layer is used to construct an LSTM block with H LSTM hidden neurons, as shown in Fig. 1(b) [24] , [25] . The formulations of all nodes in an LSTM block are given by (4) to (9) . In practice, a deep-RNN model can be established by stacking multiple LSTM layers:
where i(t) is the input gate, f (t) is the forget gate, o(t) is the output gate, and g(t) is the cell candidate. W i , W f , W o , and W g are input weight matrices for the corresponding gates. b i , b f , b o , and b g are the biases for the corresponding gates. σ and tanh represent the sigmoid activation function and the hyperbolic tangent activation function, respectively.
(3) The dropout layer is used to prevent the network from overfitting [26] . During network training, the dropout layer randomly sets input elements from the LSTM layer to zero based on the dropout probability P drop , and then the remaining elements are scaled by 1/(1-P drop ). The default value of P drop is 0.5.
(4) Fully connected layer: The neurons in the fully connected layer are connected to all neurons of the previous layer. For regression, the output size is equal to the dimensions of the output data.
(5) The output layer is used to output the prediction results. 
2) LOAD FORECASTING BASED ON THE LSTM NETWORK
The STLF framework based on the LSTM network is shown in Fig. 2 , and the detailed procedure is described in Algorithm 1. The weather data in [V L+1 , . . . , V L+d ] for the next d days are predicted by the meteorology department, and the calendar variables are easily obtained by consulting the calendar.
C. THE STEPWISE EXTRAPOLATION FORECASTING MODEL BASED ON ELM 1) ELM THEORY
ELM is a single-hidden-layer feedforward network, which consists of an input, hidden, and output layer, as shown in Fig. 3 [9] , [27] . For N samples (x j , t j ), j = 1, . . . , N , the output function with H ELM hidden nodes and activation function g(x) is as follows:
where w i , b i , and β i are the input weight vector, threshold, and output weight vector of the ith hidden node, respectively. The above N equations can be written compactly as follows:
Unlike the traditional iterative back-propagation (BP) learning algorithm, w i and b i are randomly assigned to calculate the hidden-layer output matrix H. Then, the output weight matrix β is estimated by (12):
whereβ is the estimated β. H † , which can be calculated by singular value decomposition method, is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of matrix H. ELM has better Algorithm 1 Load Forecasting Based on the LSTM Network Input: S = [S 1 , . . . , S n , . . . , S L ]: The historical daily load segments.
The LSTM network with the hidden state of h(t). d: The number of load segments to be predicted.
The daily load segments in the next d days.
Model Training
Start: 1:
Generate the training dataset.
2:
For m = 1: L − K 3:
The mth input sample:
// Straighten into a vector 4:
The mth output sample: Output m = S m+K 5:
End 6:
Train model LSTM by using data from the Input and Output sets. 7:
The trained model LSTM _h(0). Training End.
Load Forecasting
Start 1:
LSTM network initialization: Input data from the Input set into model LSTM _h(0) to obtain model LSTM _h(L).
2:
The Lth input sample:
3:
For t = L+1 to L + d 4:
Input Pinput t−1 into model LSTM _h(t − 1) to predict S t .
5:
Update the hidden state to h(t).
6:
UpdatePinput t−1 to Pinput t : Pop out the oldest load segment S t−K and then push in S t .
. Forecasting End. Terminate generalization performance, and the learning speed is extremely fast [27] . Therefore, it is applied for substationlevel load forecasting in this paper.
2) LOAD FORECASTING BASED ON ELM
The ELM-based stepwise extrapolation forecasting procedure is similar to Algorithm 1. However, the steps of network initialization and hidden state updating should be omitted because ELM has no hidden state h(t).
D. LOAD FORECASTING BY AGGREGATING THE SIMILAR HISTORICAL LOAD SEGMENTS
The kNN algorithm is applied to aggregate the similar historical daily load segments based on the methods in [16] , [17] . The detailed forecasting procedure is shown in Algorithm 2. The similar historical load segments are selected by comparing the Euclidian distances between their daily variable vectors. For example, the distance between V t and V n is calculated by (13):
The k similar historical load segments with minimum Euclidian distance results are selected. The load forecasting of the tth day is performed using an average of k selected segments, as shown in (14):
where S (i,t) is the ith similar load segment of the tth day.
III. LOAD FORECASTING OF TRANSFORMERS BASED ON NONLINEAR REGRESSION FUNCTIONS A. EFFECT OF SUBSTATION OPERATING CONDITIONS ON THE LOAD OF PARALLEL TRANSFORMERS
A substation commonly consists of more than one parallel transformer. An example is shown in Fig. 4 , the substation consists of N parallel transformers (named T 1 -T N , respectively, where N ≥2). All of the transformers are in service under the normal operating condition.
The normal condition will change to an irregular condition due to maintenance or unplanned outage of the equipment. For instance, single-component failure events commonly occur in the substation and cause an unexpected increase in load for the rest of the transformers. Fig. 5 shows an example of a 500-kV substation (named Station 1 ), which consists of four parallel transformers (525/230±2×2.5%/36 kV, 750 MVA) named T 1 − T 4 , respectively. After 7:30 on a certain day, T 3 was out of service, and the load of the rest of the transformers increased obviously.
Although the substation satisfies the single-contingency criterion and the transformers have overload capability, the unexpected rise in load will cause higher operating temperature and accelerating aging of the transformers. Therefore, load forecasting of transformers under different irregular operating conditions is of great importance because it provides important information for optimizing substation operating schemes and equipment maintenance plans, especially in the two following scenarios. 
Load Forecasting
Start: 1: For t = L + 1 to L + d 2:
For n = 1 to L 3:
Calculate the distance D(V t , V n ) using (13).
4:
End 5:
Rank the distance results in ascending order [D (1,t) , . . . , D (L,t) ].
6:
Select the front k daily load segments [S (1,t) , . . . , S (k,t) ]. 7:
Predict S t by inputting [S (1,t) , . . . , S (k,t) ] into (14) . 8:
Forecasting End. Terminate (1) If an unplanned outage of the equipment (transformer, circuit breaker, or line) occurs, the substation dispatchers can predict the irregular load of the rest of the transformers and compare the predicted values with their nameplate ratings. If the predicted load exceeds the capacity limits, load transfer or load curtailment should be implemented to avoid overloading and to protect the safety of transformers.
(2) Maintenance plan optimization: The equipment in the substation should be placed out of service and maintained according to the maintenance plans. In this case, the substation will operate in a known irregular condition. Load forecasting of transformers will provide important information for maintenance plan optimization. For instance, if the predicted irregular load of the rest of the transformers is lower than their nameplate ratings, the maintenance can be implemented as planned. However, if the predicted values are higher than the nameplate ratings, the maintenance can be properly postponed until the substation load is at a low level. If postponement is not allowed, load transfer or load curtailment should be implemented before maintaining the equipment.
In most cases, irregular load data are much scarcer than regular load data. For instance, the historical data of Station 1 under different operating conditions from 2015 to 2016 are presented in Table 2 . According to the characteristics of the irregular transformer load data, most of the existing STLF models, including the three proposed models in section II, are inappropriate for transformer load forecasting due to the following reasons.
(1) STLF is performed for daily load segments rather than load values at each time point. However, the substation operating condition may change unexpectedly at any point in time. Therefore, each load value of the transformer should be predicted independently.
(2) The irregular load data are too scarce to train the ANN-based model. Moreover, once the substation operating condition changes, it is necessary to retrain the ANN model using a certain amount of data under the new condition. This is especially unacceptable for irregular load because the data used for model training cannot be predicted.
To solve the above problems, in this section, nonlinear regression functions are applied to predict the load of parallel transformers instead of using ANN-based models.
B. LOAD DISTRIBUTION FACTOR
In a certain operating condition C j , the load distribution factor (LDF) is the ratio of the transformer load to the substation load [10] . LDF can be calculated by (15) :
is the load of the substation. LDF changes dynamically with the substation-level load. For example, the LDF values of four transformers and X (Sta) between 13/09/2015 and 17/09/2015 are shown in Fig. 6 . From Fig. 6 , the relationship between the LDF of each transformer and X (Sta) exhibits significant differences under different operating conditions. In addition, it is obvious that the LDF values of T 1 and T 2 show a significant positive correlation with X (Sta), whereas the LDF values of T 3 and T 4 show a negative correlation with X (Sta). Taking T 1 and T 4 as examples, the scatter plots in Fig. 7(a) and (b) show the relationship under condition C 0 . The relationship of T 1 , T 2 , and T 4 under condition C 3 is shown in Fig. 8(a) to (c), respectively. It should be noted that the LDF value of T 3 becomes zero because T 3 is out of service under condition C 3 .
According to the related theory, when the rated capacities of parallel transformers are the same, the LDF is inversely proportional to the per unit values of short-circuit impedance. During equipment operation, the substation load and other factors have a greater effect on the actual short-circuit impedance. However, the relationship between substation load and short-circuit impedance is difficult to quantify using an accurate physical model because the measured values of short-circuit impedance and the potential influencing factors cannot be obtained. To solve this challenge, a data-driven model is established to quantify the nonlinear correlation between the LDF and substation-level load using a nonlinear regression function, as shown in (16):
where ε t is the prediction error between the predicted value LDF t (T n , C j ) and the actual value LDF t (T n , C j ) at time t. G(X (Sta), T n , C j ) is a special nonlinear regression function of T n under condition C j . In this paper, four types of nonlinear regression functions are applied, as shown in (17) through (20):
G 1 (X ) through G 4 (X ) are a power function with a constant term, a cubic polynomial function, an exponential function, and a Gaussian function, respectively. a 0 through d 2 are the parameters of each function. The parameters can be estimated using the nonlinear least squares method based on the historical load observations. These four types of functions are suitable for scarce irregular load data because they are simple and have few parameters.
However, these functions cannot be applied in some scenarios with extremely scarce observations. For example, there are only two observations under condition C 4 in Table 2 . Therefore, the regression function is further simplified to an average of historical LDF values, as shown in (21):
C. LOAD FORECASTING OF THE TRANSFORMER
The load value of T n at time t under condition C j can be predicted using (22):
whereX t T n , C j andX t (Sta) are the predicted load value of T n and the substation at time t, respectively. When the operating condition changes, the load forecasting is performed by simply adjusting the corresponding function G(X (Sta), T n , C j ). 
IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLE
In this section, three examples are provided to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. All of the experiments are conducted in MATLAB 2018b. The Deep Learning Toolbox of MATLAB is applied to establish the LSTM network.
A. BASIC INFORMATION AND PERFORMACE METRICS
The historical daily load segments and the daily variable vectors of Station 1 from 2015 to 2016 are obtained. Three numerical experiments are implemented using the historical load data from 09/01/2016 to 07/09/2016, as shown in Fig. 9 . Four weather variables in the same period are shown in Fig. 10 . During this period, two irregular operating conditions occurred, indicated by the yellow and blue boxes, respectively.
(1) T 3 was out of service from 7:00 on 03/06/2016 to 20:30 on 04/06/2016.
(2)T 2 was out of service from 6:30 on 02/09/2016 to 17:00 on 04/09/2016.
In examples 1 and 2, the normal load data of 2015 are applied for hyperparameter selection of LSTM, ELM, We employ the conventional multilayer perceptron (MLP) to serve as a naive benchmark to provide an impartial reference. MLP has been widely applied in SLTF for many years [28] , [29] . However, the randomly selected parameters of the MLP will cause instability of the predicted results, which is the same as ELM [9] . To ensure stability and prevent overfitting, we establish an MLP ensemble (MLPE) model based on the method proposed in [9] . The final load forecasting result is taken as the median value of the ten MLP outputs.
Root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) are employed for performance evaluation and are calculated by (23) and (24), respectively.
Lower values of MAPE and RMSE indicate more precise prediction results:
where m is the number of predicted load values.
B. HYPERPARAMETER SELECTION 1) HYPERPARAMETER SELECTION FOR THE LSTM NETWORK
The key hyperparameters of the LSTM network include the number of LSTM layers N LSTM , the learning rate Lr, and the time step K . When training the LSTM network, the number of training iterations is set to 300. H LSTM is set to 100, and Lr is initialized to 0.001. The Adam optimizer is used for model training [30] . To prevent the gradients from exploding, the gradient threshold is set to 1. The early stopping technique is implemented to prevent overfitting when selecting N LSTM and Lr. The dropout layer with 0.5 dropout probability is added to the forecasting framework instead of using the early stopping technique when selecting K . The normal load data in 2015 are partitioned into 10 pairs of training and validation sets by the 10-fold cross-validation resampling method. During each cross-validation process, the validation frequency is set to 20, and the validation patience is set to 5 when using the early stopping technique. The loss function is the mean squared error (MSE), which is calculated by (25) :
where m v is the number of validation observations. VOLUME 7, 2019 The cross-validation results of N LSTM , Lr, and K are shown in Fig. 11(a) to (c), respectively. From Fig. 11(a) , it is obvious that the MSE becomes larger with the increase of N LSTM . In Fig. 11(b) , the curve of MSE exhibits an asymmetric U shape. With the increase of Lr, the MSE shows a rapid decline at first, and then it swings steadily between 0.001 and 0.1. Finally, it rises dramatically when Lr > 0.1. For K , the MSE shows an approximately linear growth trend, which indicates that the prediction results will become less precise with the increase of time step. According to the crossvalidation results, the values of N LSTM , Lr, and K are selected as 1, 0.0063, and 1, respectively. In addition, when using a dropout layer instead of the early stopping strategy, the MSE decreases from 23.09 to 13.74, indicating that the dropout layer is superior to the early stopping technology.
2) HYPERPARAMETER SELECTION FOR ELM, KNN AND MLPE
The hyperparameters of ELM include H ELM and K . According to the cross-validation results shown in Fig. 12 (a) and (b) , H ELM and K are selected as 30 and 1, respectively. From Fig. 11(c) and 12(b) , it is obvious that the two curves have similar increasing trends.
The number of similar daily load segments k is the unique hyperparameter in the kNN model. The MSE obtains a local minimum when k = 3 in Fig. 13, and if k is greater than 6, the MSE curve shows a slow declining trend. However, the computational complexity will increase when using an overly large k. Therefore, k is selected as 3. As for MLPE, the structure of each MLP is the same as ELM. The number of hidden nodes H MLP is selected as 500.
C. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LDF AND SUBSTATION-LEVEL LOAD
To select the appropriate nonlinear regression functions, the goodness of fit is evaluated using the R 2 coefficient. A higher R 2 indicates a better goodness of fit. According to the historical load data, the R 2 results of the four types of nonlinear regression functions under four operating conditions are calculated and shown in Table 3 . It is obvious that the power function G 1 (X ) outperforms the other three functions under the normal operating condition. The cubic polynomial function G 2 (X ) has the highest R 2 values under all of the irregular conditions, whereas the R 2 values of the power function are slightly lower than those of the cubic polynomial function.
Different function curves of G(X (Sta), T 1 , C 0 ), G(X (Sta), T 4 , C 0 ), G(X (Sta), T 1 , C 3 ), G(X (Sta), T 2 , C 3 ), and G(X (Sta), T 4 , C 3 ) are shown in Fig. 7(a) , 7(b), 8(a), 8(b), and 8(c), respectively. In these figures, the curves of the exponential function G 3 (X ) and Gaussian function G 4 (X ) are too smooth to fit the original data. Therefore, G 1 (X ) and G 2 (X ) are applied for transformer load forecasting.
D. EXAMPLE 1: LOAD FORECASTING UNDER CONDITION C 3 1) TRANSFORMER LOAD FORECASTING UNDER NORMAL OPERATING CONDITION
In this subsection, the loads of the substation and transformers from 01/06/2016 to 07/06/2016 are predicted to evaluate the performance of the proposed model. The normal load of each transformer can be forecast using the following two methods.
Method (1): The substation load is firstly predicted using the ANN-based model, and then the load of each transformer is predicted using the power function G 1 (X (Sta), T n , C 0 ) or cubic polynomial function G 2 (X (Sta), T n , C 0 ). The historical load of Station 1 from 09/01/2016 to 31/05/2016 is applied to train three ANN-based models. The RMSE and MAPE of each predicted load segment are shown in Table 4 . It is obvious that LSTM outperforms ELM and kNN. Therefore, the substation load predicted by the LSTM network is input into (22) to calculate the load of the four parallel transformers.
Method (2): The load of the four parallel transformers is independently predicted using three ANN-based models. According to the RMSE and MAPE of the forecast results, the most accurate loads of T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 are predicted by the LSTM-based model, whereas the most accurate results of T 4 are obtained by the kNN-based model.
The MAPE of each predicted load segment is shown in Table 5 . It is obvious that the MAPE results of method (1) and method (2) exhibit slight differences, indicating that these two methods are effective and rational for load forecasting of parallel transformers. In addition, the MAPE of June 3 and 4 is much higher than that of other dates because the substation operating condition changed from C 0 to C 3 during this period, indicating that method (1) and method (2) cannot accurately predict the irregular load.
According to the fitting curves in Fig. 7 and R 2 results in Table 3 , G 1 (X ) and G 2 (X ) can accurately quantify the relationship between the LDF and substation load. Therefore, the load of each transformer can be accurately obtained using G 1 (X ) and G 2 (X ), indicating the rationality and effectiveness of method (1) .
Although method (2) can also accurately predict the transformer load, it is not recommended for practical applications due to the following shortcomings.
(1) ANN-based models should be independently established, optimized, selected, and trained for each transformer when using method (2) , which is time-consuming and requires more computing resources than method (1) because the structure of an ANN is more complex than that of a nonlinear regression function. In addition, the number of parameters of an ANN is far greater than that of a nonlinear regression function. Therefore, more computer memory and storage space are required when using method (2) .
(2) Compared to the substation-level load, the consecutiveness of normal transformer load is more easily disrupted by different irregular operating conditions. The performance of stepwise extrapolation forecasting models (e.g., LSTM and ELM) will be degraded when the training data are nonconsecutive.
2) TRANSFORMER LOAD FORECASTING UNDER IRREGULAR OPERATING CONDITIONS
The load of three transformers under condition C 3 during June 3 and 4 is predicted using method (1) , and the MAPE of the prediction results is shown in Table 6 . However, the MAPE values of June 3 and 4 still remain higher when using G(X (Sta), T n , C 3 ) instead of G(X (Sta), T n , C 0 ). Theoretically, this phenomenon is abnormal, so an investigation is conducted for these two days. The actual load values of Station 1 are input into G(X (Sta), T n , C j ) instead of the predicted values. When using G(X (Sta), T n , C 3 ) instead of G(X (Sta), T n , C 0 ), the MAPE of the prediction results shows a rapid decline in Table 6 , indicating that G 1 (X ) and G 2 (X ) are still effective. Fig. 14 shows the prediction results of T 1 . It should be mentioned that the actual load of Station 1 on June 3 and 4 is quite lower than usual. When T 3 is out of service, the low load of T 1 is filled by the partial load of T 3 , and the actual load of T 1 seems to reach the normal load under condition C 0 . In this case, the MAPE will not decrease because the higher predicted load values are obtained using G(X (Sta), T n , C 3 ). In summary, the prediction error of the transformer-level load is mainly affected by the predicted substation-level load rather than the nonlinear regression functions. Therefore, it is of great significance to ensure the prediction accuracy of the substation-level load.
In Fig. 14, although the R 2 values (shown in Table 3 ) of the cubic polynomial function G 2 (X ) are slightly higher than those of the power function G 1 (X ) under irregular conditions, the fitting error of G 2 (X ) is dramatically increased when the substation-level load is too high or too low, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8 . For example, the MAPE of the predicted load in June 4 is much higher when using G 2 (X ) because the predicted load of Station 1 is higher during this period. According to the performances of the four nonlinear regression functions, G 1 (X ) should be preferentially considered for transformer load forecasting.
An extra experiment is proposed using the mean LDF value instead of G 1 (X ) and G 2 (X ). The MAPE of the prediction results is shown in the rightmost column of Table 6 . It is demonstrated that the nonlinear regression functions are more precise than the mean LDF value. In practical applications, the nonlinear regression functions should be preferentially considered unless the historical data are extremely scarce, such as the irregular condition of C 4 .
E. EXAMPLE 2: LOAD FORECASTING UNDER CONDITION C 2
The loads of Station 1 and four parallel transformers are predicted using method (1) from 01/09/2016 to 07/09/2016. The load data from 08/06/2016 to 31/08/2016 are applied for model training. The RMSE and MAPE of each predicted load segment are shown in Table 7 . In this example, kNN shows superior accuracy over LSTM and ELM. It should be mentioned that the MAPE values of the substation load prediction results in example 2 are much higher than those in example 1 (shown in Table 4 ) when using MLPE.
The load of Station 1 predicted by kNN is applied to predict the load of the four parallel transformers using G 1 (X ) and G 2 (X ). During the outage of T 2 , G(X (Sta), T n , C 0 ) is replaced by G(X (Sta), T n , C 2 ). Taking T 1 as an example, the prediction results are shown in Fig. 15 . It is obvious that, when the prediction accuracy of the substation-level load is ensured, the load of the parallel transformers can be accurately predicted using G 1 (X ) or G 2 (X ). In Fig. 15 , we observe a sharp increase in the active power of T 1 under condition C 2 . The peak load value is close to its nameplate rating on September 2. Therefore, T 1 should be carefully monitored to prevent overheating or insulation faults during this period. We observe that LSTM performs better in example 1, whereas kNN performs better in example 2. In addition, the performance of MLPE shows significant differences in examples 1 and 2. This fact can be captured in the 'no free lunch' theorem [31] , which indicates that any ANNbased model will not maintain the same performance in different datasets, and none of the STLF models outperform the other STLF models in all scenarios. In Figs. 9 and 10, the data of load and weather variables used in examples 1 and 2 show obvious differences. Therefore, it is not surprising that the performance of each ANN-based model shows differences in these two datasets. In practical applications, it is recommended that the forecasters select the appropriate ANN-based STLF model for each dataset according to the performance evaluation results rather than using the same model for different scenarios.
F. EXAMPLE 3: EFFECT OF LOAD FORECASTING ON MAINTENANCE PLAN OPTIMIZATION
In this subsection, a simulation experiment is presented to show the effect of load forecasting on optimization of the equipment maintenance plan. The load data applied to the experiment during the period from 01/08/2016 to 12/08/2016 are shown in the orange box in Fig. 9 . In this period, it is assumed that T 3 should be out of service and maintained for 5 days. During the maintenance, the operating condition of Station 1 will change from C 0 to C 3 . The question faced by maintenance engineers is: should T 3 be maintained from August 1 to 5?
The actual load values of Station 1 are input into the power function G 1 (X (Sta), T n , C 3 ), and the load forecasting results of T 1 , T 2 , and T 4 are shown in Fig. 16 . T 4 is obviously overloaded from August 3 to 6. To avoid any possible overloading, the following two strategies are considered:
(1) Strategy 1: The maintenance is properly postponed and starts after August 6.
(2) Strategy 2: If the postponement is not allowed due to some factors, such as severe faults or defects of T 3 , then load transfer or load curtailment should be considered to reduce the load of Station 1 . For instance, the overloading of T 4 can be avoided when the substation load is reduced by approximately 20% from August 3 to 6.
The decision-making associated with the maintenance of equipment has been a challenge for power systems. According to example 3, it is demonstrated that transformer load forecasting is helpful for the maintenance plan optimization.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a two-stage STLF model for power transformers. The substation-level load is first predicted by three state-of-the-art STLF technologies. The nonlinear regression functions are applied to capture the relationship between the load distribution factor and substation-level load under different substation operating conditions. Finally, the load of parallel transformers is predicted using these regression functions.
Three application examples demonstrate the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed model, and the load forecasting results can provide important information for optimizing substation operating schemes and equipment maintenance plans. Although single-component failure events are considered in this paper, the approach is general and can be applied to other scenarios, such as multiple-component failure events, the retirement of old equipment, or the installation of new equipment.
As future work, the STLF models should be further developed and applied to substations in which the transformers do not work in parallel. For example, a substation is typically sectionalized in the distribution networks. In addition, the hierarchical structure will be expanded to multiple levels ranging from the entire system to feeders, substations, transformers and the customers.
